Abstract-The introduction of flexible frequency grids and advanced modulation techniques to optical transmission, namely an elastic optical network, requires new routing and spectrum allocation techniques. In this paper, we investigate dynamic two-step routing and spectrum allocation (RSA) methods for elastic optical networks. K-shortest path-based methods as well as spectrum allocation methods are analysed and discussed. Experimental verification of the investigated techniques is provided using simulation software. Simulation results present effectiveness of routing and spectrum allocation methods for analyzed networks using requested bandwidth of connections. Moreover, performance of shortest path first methods improves considerably when a number of candidate paths increases in the UBN24 topology.
I. INTRODUCTION
E LASTIC optical networks (EONs) have been introduced as flexible and heterogeneous networks to replace Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) networks [1] . Since then, they are widely investigated and developed [1] - [5] . EONs also referred to as SLICEs (Spectrum-Sliced Elastic Optical Path Networks [3] ) have been proposed to meet requirements of Future Internet such as elastic access to spectral resources and elastic spectrum allocation. In order to achieve such elastic access, a frequency slot (FS) is introduced as the unit dividing optical spectrum resources. The ITU-T standardization [6] defines a slot granularity of 6.25 GHz, 12.5 GHz, 25 GHz. The slot width corresponds to the bandwidth of an orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) subcarrier. In optical OFDM techniques, multiple parallel subcarriers serve high-speed data transmission [7] . As a result, optical connections employ different modulation formats and occupy such number of frequency slots as needed. Figure 1 shows elastic optical spectrum with different-sized connections [1] .
In EON, to set up an optical connection between pair of nodes, a routing and spectrum allocation (RSA) problem needs to be solved. Methods solving such problem must satisfy the following constraints [2] , [8] : Spectrum continuity constraint: the connection must allocate the same set of FSs along links of an end-to-end path; Spectrum contiguousness constraint: all slots assigned to a connection should be adjacent; Nonoverlapping spectrum constraint: at the same time, at most one connection occupies spectrum of links; Transmission distance constraint: the length of an end-to-end path, that uses a modulation format, cannot be longer than the maximum transmission distance of this modulation format; Guard band constraint: two neighbour connections must be separated by guard band.
To satisfy all constraints, RSA methods have been proposed for both static [2] , [8] , [9] and dynamic scenarios [5] , [10] , [11] . Considering dynamic nature of Internet traffic, dynamic RSA methods are of greater importance than static ones. In EON, dynamic different-sized allocation and de-allocation of resources generate unusable gaps between occupied FSs. In the worst case non-contiguous and partitioned spectral resources lead to blocking of connection requests and even though the resources exist, the network cannot handle further requests. Therefore, it is important that dynamic RSA methods minimize bandwidth blocking probability. In this work, we focus on dynamic RSA methods applied in EONs.
One type of such dynamic solutions are two-step RSA methods widely discussed in the literature. In such approach, the first step is to search and select a feasible path for a connection request. Then, in the second step optical resources are allocated along this path. The classification of RSA methods with theoretical description including two-step approach can be found in [4] , [5] , [12] , whereas numerical results in [10] , [13] - [16] .
In this paper we present investigation of dynamic twostep RSA methods in elastic optical networks. According to dynamic two-step RSA methods, improperly selected routing methods as well as spectrum allocation methods can increase bandwidth blocking probability. In some research papers, numerical results for routing strategies have been presented or performance of spectrum allocation policies are analysed. For example, in [15] the authors have proposed a routing method selecting a path with the lowest link utilization, while in [17] the authors have summarized and compared four spectrum allocation strategies including first-fit, exact-fit etc.
The objective of this paper is to provide the numerical results for both steps. We extend the simulation experiments described in [10] , [15] to show spectrum efficiency of routing methods. The computational complexity of the investigated methods was not taken into consideration. Therefore, a number of candidate paths for shortest path first methods was greater in respect to other methods. Finally, the results obtained from simulation present performance of spectrum allocation policies for analyzed network topologies using requested bandwidth of connections.
The paper is organized as follows: in section II selected implementation methods are presented; in section III simulation setup is described; in section IV the numerical results are shown and discussed while section V concludes and summarises the paper.
II. TWO-STEP RSA
In this section, we describe two-step RSA strategies selected for investigation. We take into consideration the most common k-shortest path-based methods for a routing step. For each pair of nodes, the set of candidate paths is fixed and calculated in the initialization phase as in [10] , [15] .
In the routing step, when a new connection request BW req arrives, candidate paths are sorted and organized based on a path selection policy. Then starting from the top of ordered paths, each one is being analysed. To serve a connection along a path, a number N of FSs is required according to BW req and applied modulation format. Thus analysis of path covers calculation and search for available set of N FSs. If available path is found for allocation, the routing step is stopped and a spectrum allocation step is triggered for this path.
Finally, a spectrum allocation policy selects an available set of N FSs as well as assigns the request along the path. If the routing step does not find resources for a given request, this request is blocked. Since a particular k-shortest path-based method is defined by a specific path selection policy, we focus on investigating path selection policies. Next sections present strategies selected for the routing step and for the spectrum allocation step respectively.
A. Routing
In this paragraph, a brief description of path selection policies is provided. First, methods proposed in the literature are presented. Secondly, a strategy with path re-ordering is introduced. We investigate following methods:
Shortest Path First (SPF) method [10] , [15] sorts paths in an ascending order based on physical length. Next, paths are checked one by one.
Most Slots First (MSF) method [10] , [15] introduces a metric metric MSF defined as the sum of free FSs along path links. For each path, metric MSF is calculated and then paths are sorted in the descending order based on metric MSF. As can be seen, this method considers the link utilization. As a result, the network load is distributed in a load-balanced way. However, the allocation along selected path can consume more resources than other candidate paths.
Largest Slots-over-Hops First (LSoHF) method [10] , [15] calculates a metric metric LSoHF defined as the ratio of free resources along a path to a number of included links hops. After calculating metric LSoHF for each path, all candidates are sorted in a decreasing value of metric LSoHF. Note that, metric LSoHF = metric M SF/hops. Therefore, selected path has lower number of hops than MSF and LSoHF consumes less resources.
In the MSF with path re-ordering (reMSF) method, a new metric metric reMSF is introduced for change path orders. This metric considers the ratio of metric MSF divided by the highest modulation format in terms of bit per symbol M, supported by path. Thus for each path metric reM SF = metric M SF/M is calculated. Next, paths are sorted in increasing order based on metric reMSF. The major goal of the reMSF method is to guarantee lower spectrum utilization than the MSF method. This can be achieved by allocating less congested path than SPF and allocating shorter path than MSF.
For better understanding of the difference between MSF and reMSF methods, let assume five candidate routing paths: p1, p2, p3, p4, p5 with the following parameters for request. Path lengths are: l1 < l2 < l3 < l4 < l5 and the modulation format using by p1, p2, p3 is the same and higher than by p5, p4. Paths: p4, p5 adopt the same modulation format. Calculated metrics metric MSF are: metric MSF5 > metric MSF4 > metric MSF3 > metric MSF2 > metric MSF1. The SPF method checks candidate paths in the following order: p1 p2 p3 p4 p5, the MSF method: p5 p4 p3 p2 p1 and the reMSF method: p3 p2 p1 p5 p4.
Note that methods such as MSF, LSoHF, reMSF consider metrics calculated on-line and varied during network operating. For instance, link utilization is varied during simulation. The MSF and LSoHF methods have been proposed to spread traffic over a network.
B. Spectrum Allocation
As a second step, spectrum allocation (SA) method selects a set of N contiguous FSs along determined path p since more than one such set can exist. Thus the spectrum allocation policy answers the question of how to choose the set of FSs across specific links. Here, we investigate first-fit, exact-fit and best-fit SA policies. Beforehand term spectral void need to be explained. The void is a free range of spectrum between existing optical connections. The size of such void in terms of number of FSs is especially considered by exact-fit and best-fit policies.
The simplest and often implemented spectrum allocation policy is a first-fit (FF) policy [10] , [15] - [17] . This policy allocates a request in the first found available set of N FSs along a path.
Exact-fit (EF) policy searches N-sized voids between existing connections firstly [16] , [17] . If N-sized void is found, the EF policy allocates the first free N-sized void, otherwise the first-fit policy is used.
Best-fit (BF) policy [15] considers voids with size equal or bigger than required N. The first smallest one is allocated. In this way, bigger voids are left for future requests. In [16] the BF policy has been proposed as a smallest-fit policy. The above presented two-step RSA methods are investigated in terms of performance -first performance of routing strategies, and then performance of spectrum allocation policies.
III. SIMULATION SETUP
In this section, considered metrics are explained, next simulation model is introduced and necessary assumptions for the experiment are described.
In order to investigate both routing and spectrum allocation we considered a bandwidth blocking probability (BBP) as a measure of performance. The metric BBP is a ratio of bandwidth of rejected requests to the total requested bandwidth. Additionally, we reported spectrum utilization ratio (SUR) for routing strategies. SUR defines the average number of occupied FSs to all network resources.
In order to provide elastic transmission in EON in terms of access to spectral resources and bandwidth allocation parameters such as frequency grid and slot capacity are of importance.
In experiments, we used two reference network topologies: NSF15 with 15 nodes and 46 directed links, UBN24 with 24 nodes and 86 directed links. NSF15 topology used for simulation is presented in Fig. 2 while UBN24 topology in Fig. 3 . Spectrum of each link was divided into 300 frequency slots, each having width of 12.5 GHz [6] . To separate neighbour connections, one FS was used as guard band (GB).
To achieve elastic spectrum allocation, we considered four modulation formats: BPSK (binary phase-shift keying), QPSK (quadrature phase-shift keying), 8QAM (8-quadrature amplitude modulation), 16QAM (16-quadrature amplitude modulation) as in [10] , [15] . Each modulation format can be characterized by M bits per symbol and the maximum supported transmission distance. Similarly as in [18] , we assumed transmission distances of 9600 km for BPSK (M = 1), 4800 km for QPSK (M = 2), 2400 km for 8QAM (M = 3) and 1200 km for 16QAM (M = 4). For a given path length, the highest usable modulation format was chosen.
Requests were uniformly distributed among all directed pairs of nodes. The requested bandwidth of connections BW req were generated randomly with uniform distribution. We tested two scenarios of BW req : scenario 1 in which BW req was randomly selected between 10 Gb/s and 200 Gb/s, and scenario 2 where BW req was one of values: 40, 100, 400 Gb/s. The number N of FSs required for BW req along the routing path p was calculated according to equation (1) :
where: BW req is the requested bandwidth of connection in Gb/s; M p denotes modulation format in terms of bit per symbol adapted by path; C F S is the capacity of FS employing BPSK, equal to 12.5 Gb/s; GB is the number of FSs for guard band. All parameters used in simulation are summarized in Table I . Requests arrive one by one in the Poisson process with arrival rate λ and a negative exponential distributed holding time with 1/µ. Therefore, traffic load could be defined as λ/µ Erlangs. For each value of traffic load, first 5000 requests were not considered, due to the network not being in steadystate. After that, next 10 6 requests were evaluated. For each point, simulation was repeated 30 times. 95% confidence intervals were calculated using normal distribution and appropriately marked in all figures. Simulation experiments were carried using a discrete event simulator OMNeT++ [19] .
To simplify calculations, we assumed pre-computed kshortest paths in the initialization phase. In routing investigation, we used set of candidate paths with k=5 for methods: MSF, LSoHF, reMSF as in [10] , [15] . Additionally, we used k=10 and k=15 candidate paths for SPF methods. Whichever routing method is used, first fit policy allocates optical resources. In spectrum allocation investigation shortest path first method with k=3 and k=5 candidate paths realises the routing step.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
Two network topologies were investigated, i.e. NSF15 and UBN24 and for each of them we present simulation results of different routing methods using scenario 1 and scenario 2. The obtained results are then compared to provide insight and evaluate performance of SA policies. Fig. 4 . Bandwidth blocking probability vs. traffic load for routing strategies using first-fit in NSF15, scenario 1.
A. Routing step
Simulation results of BPP vs. traffic load and SUR vs. traffic load for NSF15 topology using scenario 1 are given in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , respectively while for scenario 2 in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 .
Analysing results for the NSF15 topology using scenario 1, it can be seen, that the LSoHF method achieves the lowest bandwidth blocking probability (see Fig. 4 ) compared to all other routing strategies. The BBP for reMSF is four times higher than MSF. However, for traffic load above 2.3 Erlangs, the BBP for MSF and reMSF becomes similar. Also we can observe that the increasing number of candidate paths does not improve performance of the SPF method, even if k=15 candidate paths are used.
Observing results for spectrum utilization ratio (see Fig. 5 ), it can be seen that for all studies the MSF method has the highest value among all routing methods. The lowest SUR Spectrum Utilization Ratio (%)
Traffic Load (Erlangs)
SPF (5) SPF (10) SPF (15) MSF (5) reMSF (5) LSoHF ( (10) SPF (15) MSF (5) reMSF (5) LSoHF (5) Fig . 6 . Bandwidth blocking probability vs. traffic load for routing strategies using first-fit in NSF15, scenario 2. (10) SPF (15) MSF (5) reMSF (5) LSoHF (5) Fig. 7. Spectrum utilization ratio vs. traffic load for routing strategies using first-fit in NSF15, scenario 2.
for the LSoH method only confirms the results provided by [10] , [15] . For SPF methods, we can also observe that when the traffic load is light, SUR of each method is very similar. However, for traffic load greater than approx. 1.8 Erlangs the observed SUR of SPF (5) is lower than SPF(10) and SPF (15) and have gentler slope. Such property for SPF(5) is related to higher BBP (see Fig. 4 ).
Detailed analysis of BBP for the NSF15 topology using scenario 2, shows that the LSoHF method achieves the lowest bandwidth blocking probability (see Fig. 6 ) compared to all other routing strategies. The first request blocking event occurs for MSF and reMSH for 0.8 Erlangs of traffic. However, the BBP for MSF is higher than reMSF. Compared with the MSF method, reMSF reduces BBP by 28%. Also we can observe that the increasing number of candidate paths does not improve performance of the SPF method.
In Fig. 7 it can be seen that the MSF method has the highest value of SUR among all presented routing methods. Even MSF rejects more requests and provides higher BBP than reMSF (see Fig. 6 ), the SUR for MSF is higher than reMSF. Compared with the MSF method, reMSF reduces SUR by 12% (see Fig. 7 ). Analysis of SUR for SPF methods revealed that obtained results follow analogical trend as in case of scenario 1. (10) SPF (15) MSF (5) reMSF (5) LSoHF(5) Fig. 8 . Bandwidth blocking probability vs. traffic load for routing strategies using first-fit in UBN24, scenario 1. (10) SPF (15) MSF (5) reMSF(5) LSoHF(5) Fig. 9 . Spectrum utilization ratio vs. traffic load for routing strategies using first-fit in UBN24, scenario 1.
Simulation results of BPP vs. traffic load for the UBN24 topology using scenario 1 and scenario 2 are given in Fig. 8 and Fig.10 while results of SUR vs. traffic load in Fig. 9 and in Fig. 11 .
Analysis of the obtained results for the UBN24 topology using scenario 1 shows that for the reMSF method bandwidth blocking probability provides the lowest BBP compared to another methods (Fig. 8) . For the reMSF method, the highest reduction of BBP is the most noticeable between 0.4 and 0.5 Erlangs. Also, for this traffic gap BBP is very similar for SPF (15) It can be seen based on Fig. 9 that MSF method has the highest spectrum utilization ratio, despite the fact that BBP of MSF is higher than for reMSF, SPF (15) and LSoHF. Compared with MSF, the reMSF method reduces SUR by 6%. Detailed (5) SPF (10) SPF (15) MSF (5) reMSF (5) LSoHF(5) Fig. 10 . Bandwidth blocking probability vs. traffic load for routing strategies using first-fit in UBN24, scenario 2. (5) SPF (10) SPF (15) MSF (5) reMSF (5) LSoHF(5) Fig. 11 . Spectrum utilization ratio vs. traffic load for routing strategies using first-fit in UBN24, scenario 2.
analysis of values of SUR for the SPF methods follow the similar trend of results as in NSF15.
As we can see in Fig. 10 , the SPF(15) method achieves the lowest bandwidth blocking probability compared to another routing methods, e.g compared with MSF, SPF(15) reduces BBP by 44%, compared with LSoHF, SPF(15) reduces BBP by 25%. Compared with MSF, reMSF reduces BBP by 30%. Even thought reMSF allocates more connections in network, SUR for reMSF is still lower by 7% than SUR for MSF (see Fig. 11 ). Finally, analysis of values of SUR for the SPF methods follow the similar methods revealed that obtained results follow analogical trend as in case of scenario 1.
Summarizing the above presented studies, the SPF(5) method presents the worst performance for all studies of both topologies. For more detail, please refer to [10] , [15] . The obtained results for scenario 1 show that the LSoHF method might be the best choice for transmission in the NSF15 topology using scenario 1, whereas the reMSF method in NSF15 using scenario 2 and in UBN24 using scenario 1. Moreover the SPF(15) method might be the best choice for transmission in UBN24 using scenario 2. In this case, i.e. greater number of paths, the computational complexity of methods is not considered.
B. Results: Spectrum Allocation
As second part of the experiment, we compare the performance of different spectrum allocation methods such as: firstfit, exact-fit, best-fit. To determine routing path, we use SPF methods with k=3 and k=5 candidate paths.
Bandwidth blocking probability vs. traffic load was investigated and results for different SA methods in the NSF15 topology are shown in Fig. 12 for scenario 1, while for scenario 2 in Fig. 13 . Simulation results of BBP vs. traffic load for different SA methods in the UBN24 topology are shown in Fig. 14 for scenario 1 and in Fig. 15 for scenario 2.
The mean values of BBP for spectrum allocation policies are summarized in Table II and in Table III for NSF15 and UBN24, respectively. As seen from Fig. 12 , the first-fit policy provides the worst performance compared to another SA policies in NSF15 for scenario 1. The best-fit policy achieves the best performance in terms of reduction BBP compared with exact-fit and first-fit. The observed values of BBP (see Table II ) are similar for BF and EF. Next, we can observe that, the number of candidate paths does not change the ranking best to worst performance order between different SA methods, e.g. for k=3 candidates the lowest BBP achieves the best-fit policy, next exact-fit, the highest BBP -first-fit. Detailed analysis of results for NSF15 using scenario 2 (see Fig.13 ) shows that the best-fit policy provides the worst performance compared to another SA policies. Next, the ranking best to worst performance order between different SA methods, e.g. the lowest BBP achieves the exact-fit policy, next first-fit, the highest BBP -best-fit is the same for k=3 and k=5.
In contrary to NSF15, the results for UBN24 results revealed that the best performance is obtained for the first-fit policy (see Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 ). As seen from Table III , the values of BBP for the EF policy are very similar to ones for the FF policy for the UBN24 topology. Such phenomena can be explained that, lack of voids with size equal to required number of FSs leads the exact-fit policy to allocate resources according to a first-fit manner. Similarly as in case of the NSF15 topology, in UBN24 the available number of candidate paths does not influence the order of methods in terms of performance for scenario 1 as well as for scenario 2. Based on the obtained results for this part of the experiment, it is seen that, the best performance of the first fit policy in one network topology does not guarantee the same results in terms of reduction BBP in another topology.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper have investigated the performance of two-step dynamic routing strategies and spectrum allocation policies in elastic optical networks. Accordingly, in the first step the kshortest path-based strategies have been implemented, whereas three slot allocation policies have been applied for the second step. Presented methods have been evaluated by means of numerical simulations using the Poisson traffic model and two network topologies exploiting two scenarios of requested bandwidth.
The obtained simulation results have separately verified the performance of routing and spectrum allocation methods in terms of effective reduction of bandwidth blocking probability. Neglecting computation complexity, it has been found that the growing number of candidate paths can improve performance of shortest path method in the UBN24 topology. The change of ordering paths for MSF also has improved the performance in three of four analyzed cases.
Finally, the obtained experimental results have shown that the performance of SA policy is varied depending on analyzed cases. This observation may stimulate further research on scenarios with different network topologies. In future, we will investigate performance of methods using anycast transmission.
